MONDAY, 17. FEBRUARY 2020

13:00 ARRIVAL AND LUNCH SNACK
KAPPEL - GROUND FLOOR

14:00 WORKSHOP - DATA PRESENTATION
FRANZIJKUSSAAL - GROUND FLOOR

16:30 COFFEE BREAK WITH SNACKS

17:00 WORKSHOP - DATA PRESENTATION

19:30 DINNER
RESTAURANT FRANZISKUS - BASEMENT

TUESDAY, 18. FEBRUARY 2020

08:30 WORKSHOP - DATA PRESENTATION
FRANZIJKUSSAAL - GROUND FLOOR

10:15 COFFEE BREAK

10:45 WORKSHOP - DATA PRESENTATION
FRANZIJKUSSAAL - GROUND FLOOR

12:15 LUNCH
RESTAURANT FRANZISKUS - BASEMENT

13:30 WELCOME & GENERAL ASSEMBLY
FRANZIJKUSSAAL - GROUND FLOOR

14:30 MARTA FERREIRA-GOMES (PROJECT RADBRUCH/CHANG)
DISTINCT SUBSETS OF ISOTYPE-SWITCHED MEMORY B CELLS IN MURINE BONE MARROW AND SPLEEN

15:00 ANTONIA NIEDOBITEK (PROJECT MEI/DÖRNER)
CHARACTERIZATION OF DISTINCT PLASMA CELL SUBSETS IN HUMAN BONE MARROW

15:30 COFFEE BREAK

WEDNESDAY, 19. FEBRUARY 2020

10:45 MELANIE SIEDER (PROJECT RETH/WARScheid)
AG-BCR INTERNALIZATION AND BCR DOWN-MODULATION ARE DIFFERENT MECHANISMS OF B CELLS THAT DEPEND ON THE ANTIGEN VALENCE

11:15 LAURA BAUER (PROJECT HUTLOFF)
T/B COOPERATION IN SARCOIDOSIS PATIENTS

11:45 GROUP PHOTO & LUNCH
RESTAURANT FRANZISKUS

14:00 HUDA JUMAA (PROJECT JELLUSOVA)
THE ROLE OF HYPER-STABILIZED BETA-CATENIN IN B CELL METABOLISM, DEVELOPMENT AND FUNCTION

14:30 KATHRIN KLÄSER (PROJECT RETH)
INDUCIBLE HUMAN PLASMA CELL DEVELOPMENT IS ACCOMPANIED BY DRASTIC CHANGES OF METABOLISM AND GENE EXPRESSION

15:00 COFFEE BREAK WITH SNACKS

15:30 ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS
TABLE 1 - FRANZIJKUSSAAL
TABLE 2 - RÄUBERSAAL
TABLE 3 - LINDENBLICK 1
TABLE 4 - SCHNEEWITTCHENSAAL
Lohr am Main lies in Lower Franconia and is known as the „Gateway to the Spessart“. The town was settled no later than the 8th Century and by its first documentary mention in 1295 it was already the main centre of the county Rieneck (comital domain within the Holy Roman Empire). Lohr am Main offers a mediaeval town center with beautiful half-timbered houses and of course the magnificent neighbouring „Spessart“ forest in the „Mainviereck“ (a square region bounded on three sides by the river Main). Fun fact: the „Lohrer Schloss“ is said to be Snow White’s possible birth place.
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